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The Woman Next Door
Liz Byrski

Over the years, the residents of Emerald Street have 
become more than just neighbours, they have built lasting 
friendships over a drink and chat on their back verandahs. 
Now a new chapter begins with the children having left 
home. Helen and Dennis have moved from their high 
maintenance family property to an apartment by the river 
with all the mod cons. For Joyce and Mac, the empty nest 
has Joyce craving a new challenge, while Mac fancies 
retirement on the south coast. Meanwhile Polly embarks on 
a surprising long-distance relationship. But she worries 
about her friend next door. Stella's erratic behaviour is 
starting to resemble something much more serious than 
endearing eccentricity... With her trademark warmth and 
wisdom, Liz Byrski involves us in the lives and loves of 
Emerald Street, and reminds us what it is to be truly 
neighbourly. 

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743534939 $32.99

The Twisted Knot
J.M. Peace

After near death at the hands of a sadistic killer, 
Constable Samantha Willis is back in the uniform. 
Despite the fear that haunts her since her abduction, 
Sammi delves deeper into an apparent suicide and 
uncovers dark family secrets, an unsolved crime and a 
town desperate for vengeance.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781743538678 $29.99

The Muse
Jessie Burton

On a hot July day in 1967, Odelle Bastien climbs the stone 
steps of the Skelton gallery in London, knowing that her life 
is about to change forever. Having struggled to find her 
place in the city since she arrived from Trinidad five years 
ago, she has been offered a job as a typist under the 
tutelage of the glamorous and enigmatic Marjorie Quick. But 
though Quick takes Odelle into her confidence, and unlocks 
a potential she didn't know she had, she remains a mystery 
- no more so than when a lost masterpiece with a secret 
history is delivered to the gallery. The truth about the 
painting lies in 1936 and a large house in rural Spain, where 
Olive Schloss, the daughter of a renowned art dealer, is 
harbouring ambitions of her own. Into this fragile paradise 
come artist and revolutionary Isaac Robles and his half-
sister Teresa, who immediately insinuate themselves into 
the Schloss family, with explosive and devastating 
consequences...

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447250968 $29.99

Promise
Sarah Armstrong

When a new family moves in next door, it takes Anna just 
two days to realise something is deeply wrong. She can 
hear their five-year-old daughter Charlie crying, then 
sees injuries on the little girl which cannot be ignored. 
Anna reports the family to the police and social services 
but when no one comes to Charlie's aid, Anna 
understands that she is alone with her fears for the 
child's life. So when Charlie comes to her door asking for 
help, the only thing Anna can think to do is take the girl 
and run. Raising delicate but deeply felt questions about 
our individual responsibility for the children around us, 
Promise is a novel that obliges the reader to ask: if 
Charlie were my neighbour, what would I do?

9781743535844 $32.99

The Family Fang
Kevin Wilson

Soon to be a major film starring Nicole Kidman and Jason 
Bateman. 'Funny, smart, ingenious, moving, altogether 
great' - Nick Hornby. World famous Caleb and Camille Fang 
have dedicated their lives to great performance art. But for 
their children, Annie and Buster, their 'art' is an 
embarrassment. As soon as the children grow up they flee 
home, desperate to escape the chaos of their parents' 
world. But when the lives they've built come crashing down, 
brother and sister have no choice but to go back. And 
whether the kids agree to participate or not, Caleb and 
Camille are planning one last performance that will finally 
determine what's more important: their family or their art.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509823239 $19.99

False Hearts
Laura Lam

To save her twin, she must take her identity... One night 
Tila stumbles home, terrified and covered in blood. She's 
then arrested for murder, the first by a civilian in decades. 
The San Francisco police suspect involvement with 
Verve, a powerful drug, and offer her twin sister Taema a 
chilling deal. Taema must assume Tila's identity and 
gather information to bring down the drug syndicate. The 
police may then let her sister live. However, Taema's 
investigation raises ghosts from the twins' past. The 
sisters were raised by a cult, which banned modern 
medicine - yet as conjoined twins, they needed life-
saving surgery to replace their failing heart. And with help 
from co-conspirators, they escaped. Taema now 
discovers that Tila had found links between the cult and 
the city's criminal underworld. The twins were once 
unable to keep secrets, but will learn the true cost of lies.

Macmillan • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781447286431 $29.99
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The Lavender Ladies Detective Agency: Death in Sunset 
Grove

Minna Lindgren
Meet Siiri and Irma, best friends and the queen bees of Sunset Grove, a retirement 
community for those still young at heart. With a combined age of nearly 180, Siiri and Irma 
are still just as inquisitive and witty as when they first met decades ago. But when their 
comfortable world is upturned by a suspicious death at Sunset Grove, Siiri and Irma are 
shocked into doing something about it. Determined to find out exactly what happened and 
why, they begin their own private investigations and form The Lavender Ladies Detective 
Agency. The trouble is, beneath Sunset Grove's calm facade, there is more going on than 
meets the eye, and Siiri and Irma soon discover far more than they bargained for...

Pan • PB • Fiction & Related Items

9781447289326 $19.99

Miss Jane
Brad Watson

Since his award-winning debut collection of stories, Last Days of the Dog-Men, Brad 
Watson's work has been as melancholy, witty, strange, and lovely as any in America. 
Inspired by the true story of his own great-aunt, he explores the life of Miss Jane Chisolm, 
born in rural, early-twentieth-century Mississippi with a genital birth defect that would stand 
in the way of the central "uses" for a woman in that time and place - namely, sex and 
marriage. From the country doctor who adopts Jane to the hard tactile labour of farm life, 
from the sensual and erotic world of nature around her to the boy who loved but was 
forced to leave her, the world of Miss Jane Chisolm is anything but barren. Free to satisfy 
only herself, she mesmerises those around her, exerting an unearthly fascination that lives 
beyond her still.

Picador • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781509834327 $29.99

The Place That Didn't Exist
Mark Watson

Junior creative Tim Callaghan can hardly believe his luck when he's flown out to Dubai to 
supervise the filming of an advert for an international charity. He is immediately entranced 
by the city - a futuristic environment unlike anywhere he's ever been before, with an almost 
uncanny level of customer service. Shimmering and seductive, it seems as though nothing 
bad could ever happen in Dubai. But when a crew member is found dead in mysterious 
circumstances, Tim learns that if a place seems too good to be true, it probably is...

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447243380 $29.99

The Patrick Melrose Novels
Edward St Aubyn

Collected here together in a single volume are the complete Patrick Melrose novels by 
Edward St Aubyn, featuring Never Mind, Bad News, Some Hope, Mother's Milk, and At 
Last. Acclaimed for their searing wit and their deep humanity, this magnificent cycle of 
novels - in which Patrick Melrose battles to survive the savageries of his childhood and 
lead a self-determined life - is one of the major achievements in English fiction.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447253525 $32.99

Everyone is Watching
Megan Bradbury

New York: A city that inspires. A city that draws people in. A city where everyone is 
watching, waiting to see what will happen next. Everyone is Watching is a novel about 
the men and women who have defined New York, such as Robert Mapplethorpe, Walt 
Whitman, Robert Moses and Edmund White. Through the lives and perspectives of these 
great creators, artists and thinkers, and through other iconic works of art that capture its 
essence, New York itself solidifies. Complex, rich, sordid, tantalising, it is constantly 
changing and evolving. Both intimate and epic in its sweep, Everyone is Watching is a 
love letter to New York and its people - past, present and future.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509809745 $32.99

The Reader on the 6.27
Jean-Paul Didierlaurent

An international bestseller, The Reader on the 6.27 is ready to take you on a journey... 
Guylain Vignolles lives on the edge of existence. Working at a book pulping factory in a job 
he hates, he has but one pleasure in life... Sitting on the 6.27 train each day, Guylain 
recites aloud from pages he has saved from the jaws of his monstrous pulping machine. 
But it is when he discovers the diary of a lonely young woman, Julie - a woman who feels 
as lost in the world as he does - that his journey will truly begin...

Pan • PB • Fiction In Translation

9781447276494 $19.99

The House on Cold Hill
Peter James

Moving from the heart of the city of Brighton and Hove to the Sussex countryside is a big 
undertaking for born townies, Ollie Harcourt, his wife, Caro, and their twelve-year-old 
daughter, Jade. But when they view Cold Hill House - a huge, dilapidated, Georgian 
mansion - they are filled with excitement. But within days of moving in, it soon becomes 
apparent that the Harcourt family aren't the only residents in the house. Two weeks after 
moving in, Caro, out in the garden, is startled to see faces staring out of an upstairs 
window of the house. The window of a room which holds the secret to the house's dark 
history... a room which does not appear to exist...

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447255949 $17.99

The Beauty of the End
Debbie Howells

I was fourteen when I fell in love with a goddess... Ex-lawyer Noah has never forgotten his 
first love. So when, years later, he hears that she's suspected of murder, he knows with 
certainty that she's innocent. Some knowledge is instinctive. With April on life support and 
all the evidence pointing towards her guilt, he's compelled to help her. Yet he's also 
unprepared, as he's forced to confront what happened between them all those years ago. 
Meanwhile, troubled teenager Ella has her own secrets to tell. But no one will listen to her. 
She's the same age as April was when Noah first met her, and what Ella knows is key to 
finding the real murderer. But as Noah and Ella's stories converge there will be shocking 
consequences as, at last, the truth emerges. Or so everyone believes...

Pan • PB • Fiction & Related Items

9781447278139 $19.99

Summer Secrets
Jane Green

June, 1998. When 27-year-old Cat Coombes discovers the identity of the father she never 
knew she had, it sends her into a spiral. She makes mistakes that cost her the budding 
friendship of the only women who have ever welcomed her. And nothing is ever the same 
after that. June, 2014. Cat's life has come full circle. She wants to make amends to those 
she has hurt. Her quest takes her to Nantucket, the gorgeous New England island where 
the women she once called family still live. What Cat doesn't realise is that these women, 
her real father's daughters, have secrets of their own. As the past collides with the present, 
Cat must confront the darkest things in her own life and uncover the depths of someone's 
need for revenge.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447258681 $19.99

Me and Mr Jones
Lucy Diamond

Izzy's determined to escape her troubled past with a new start by the sea - but flirtatious 
Charlie Jones is causing complications. Alicia's been happily married to loyal Hugh for 
years but secretly craves excitement. Maybe it's time to spice things up? Emma's 
relationship with David was once fun and romantic but trying for a baby has taken its toll. 
Then temptation comes along... As the future of the family's B&B becomes uncertain, Izzy, 
Alicia and Emma are thrown together unexpectedly. It seems that keeping up with the 
Joneses is harder than anyone thought...

Pan • PB • Adult & Contemporary Romance

9781509811083 $16.99

Summer With My Sister
Lucy Diamond

Polly has always been the high-flier of the family, with the glamorous city lifestyle to match. 
Clare is a single mum with two children, struggling to make ends meet in a ramshackle 
cottage. The two sisters are poles apart and barely on speaking terms. But then Polly's 
fortunes change unexpectedly and her world comes crashing down. Left penniless and 
with nowhere else to go, she's forced back to the village where she and Clare grew up, 
and the sisters find themselves living together for the first time in years. With an old flame 
reappearing for Polly, a blossoming new career for Clare and a long-buried family secret in 
the mix, sparks are sure to fly. Unless the two women have more in common than they first 
thought?

Pan • PB • Adult & Contemporary Romance

9781509811090 $16.99

In the Unlikely Event
Judy Blume

When three planes crashed in Elizabeth, New Jersey within the space of three months in 
the early 1950s, Newark airport was closed for a year. Each of these disasters was 
devastating not only for those on board, but also for the close-knit community of people on 
the ground. In Elizabeth, the plane crashes open up new wounds and mysteries - they 
bring some families together and tear others apart. But somehow, life continues - and amid 
grief and loss, hope and love survive. Inspired by real events, In The Unlikely Event is a 
captivating, deeply moving and unforgettable novel, written with the same warmth and 
authenticity that have won the hearts and minds of readers the world over for decades.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509801671 $19.99

Love May Fail
Matthew Quick

Portia Kane has escaped her cheating husband only to find herself back at square one, 
living with her mum in a place she thought she'd left behind forever. Lost and alone, 
looking to find the goodness she believes still exists in the world, Portia sets off to save 
herself by saving someone else - a beloved high school English teacher who has retired 
after a traumatic incident. Can Chuck, the handsome brother of Portia's old school friend, 
together with a sassy nun and a metal-head little boy, help Portia's chances in her bid for 
renewed hope in the human race? Moving and funny, Love May Fail by Matthew Quick is 
about the heartache and daring choices it takes to become the person you know deep 
down you are meant to be.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447247548 $19.99

2666
Roberto Bolano

Santa Teresa, on the Mexico-US border: an urban sprawl, a vortex for lost souls. Convicts 
and academics find themselves here, as does an American sportswriter, a teenage student 
with her widowed father, and a reclusive, 'missing' author. But there is a darker side to the 
town: girls and women are disappearing at an alarming rate and it is fast becoming the 
scene of a series of horrifying crimes. As 2666 progresses, the sense of conspiracy grows, 
and the shadow of the apocalypse is drawing closer. Written with burning intensity in the 
last years of Roberto Bolaño's life, 2666 became a sensation on publication and has been 
hailed across the world as Bolaño's masterpiece. Terrifying, awe-inspiring and beautiful, it 
is the classic novel that has come to define one of Latin America's greatest writers.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447289593 $27.99



The Psalm Killer
Chris Petit

It is 1985 and a killer moves through Belfast's blighted streets. In a time and place ruled 
and divided by political and religious differences, this series of crimes cuts across all those 
boundaries. Detective Inspector Cross, together with Westerby, a young policewoman, 
enters a maze of conspiracy and paranoia, and, as the investigation draws closer to the 
truth, they find themselves in a nightmare world, with little hope of escape. The Psalm 
Killer is Chris Petit's epic thriller set during the Irish Troubles. Masterfully written, 
disturbing and exciting, it is a book of immense intelligence and a real classic of its genre.

Picador • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509801169 $19.99

A Boy's Own Story
Edmund White

With an introduction by Alan Hollinghurst. It was his power that stupefied me and made me 
regard my knowledge as nothing more than hired cleverness he might choose to show off 
at a dinner party. A Boy's Own Story traces an unnamed narrator's coming-of-age during 
the 1950s. Beset by aloof parents, a cruel sister, and relentless mocking from his peers, 
the boy struggles with his sexuality, seeking consolation in art and literature, and in his 
own fantastic imagination as he fills his head with romantic expectations. The result is a 
book of exquisite poignancy and humour that moves towards a conclusion which will allow 
the boy to leave behind his childhood forever.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509813865 $22.99

War Factory: Transformation 2
Neal Asher

Thorvald Spear is losing his mind as he drowns in dark memories that aren't his own. 
Penny Royal, rogue AI, has linked Spear with the stored personalities of those it's 
murdered. As Spear hunts the AI across a hostile starscape, he has company. Sverl, an 
alien prador, has been warped by Penny Royal and hungers to confront it. But will the AI's 
pursuers destroy each other or hunt it together? Sverl's prador enemies aren't far behind 
either and they want war. Clues suggest Penny Royal's heading for the defective war 
factory that made it. So allies and enemies converge, heading for the biggest firestorm that 
sector of space has ever seen. But will Spear secure vengeance for his unquiet dead? 
*Instore May 10th

Tor UK • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509817177 $29.99

Heartland
Lucy Hounsom

Kyndra has saved and damned the people of Mariar. Her star-born powers healed a land 
in turmoil, but destroyed an ancient magic - which once concealed them from invaders. 
Now Kyndra must head into enemy territory to secure peace. The Khronostians, assassins 
who dance through time, could help Kyndra; or they might be her undoing. And deep within 
the desert, Char Lesko struggles to control his own emerging powers. He's been raised by 
a mercenary whose secrets could change everything - including the future and the past. 
But when Kyndra and Char meet, will their goals align? Kyndra must harness the full glory 
of the stars and Char has to channel his rage, or two continents will be lost.

Tor UK • TPB • Fantasy

9781447268611 $29.99

Leviathan's Blood: The Children Trilogy 2
Ben Peek

The immortal Zaifyr has arrived at the Floating Cities in chains, to await trial for murder. 
Despite this, he's preparing for war against a new child god - for she will do anything to 
destroy those who stand in her way. Ayae must fight to protect the survivors, and finds 
herself ensnared in a web of political intrigue. She'll find politics can be as lethal as any 
sword, and hers is not the only life at stake. Across the ocean, the exile Bueralan returns 
home. And he's bearing a dead man's soul around his neck. God-touched and grief-
stricken, he treads a dangerous path. He'll confront a legendary fighter... and discover a 
secret that will change the world. *Mid-April release

Macmillan • TPB • Fantasy

9781447251859 $29.99

Wolf's Empire: Gladiator
Claudia Christian and Morgan Grant Buchanan

When her mother and brother are murdered, young noblewoman Accala Viridius cries out 
for vengeance. But the empire is being torn apart by a galactic civil war, and her demands 
fall on deaf ears. Undeterred, Accala trains as a common gladiator. But when the emperor 
decrees that the games will be used to settle the civil war and the indigenous lifeforms of 
the arena-world are staging a violent revolt, Accala finds herself drugged, cast into slavery 
and forced to fight on the side of the men she set out to kill. Set in a future Rome that 
never fell, but instead expanded to become a galaxy-spanning empire, Accala's struggle to 
survive and exact her revenge will take her on a dark journey that will cost her more than 
she ever imagined.

Tor Books • HB • Science Fiction

9780765337740 $38.99

The Traitor
Seth Dickinson

When the Empire of Masks conquers her island home and murders one of her Fathers, 
Baru vows to hide her hate and claw her way up enough rungs of power to put a stop to 
the Emperor's influence and set her people free. As a natural savant, she is sent as an 
imperial agent to distant Aurdwynn - a complex and secretive country, seemingly on the 
brink of rebellion... Drawn by the intriguing duchess Tain Hu into a circle of seditious 
aristocrats, Baru may be able to stoke a revolution that will threaten to bring the Empire to 
its knees. As Baru maintains a precarious balance between the rebels and a shadowy 
cabal within the Empire, she orchestrates a do-or-die gambit with Aurdwynn's freedom as 
the prize. But winning the long game of saving her own people may be far more costly than 
Baru imagines.

Tor UK • PB • Fiction & Related Items

9781447281184 $19.99

The End of All Things
John Scalzi

The Colonial Union's Defence Force was formed to save humanity when aggressive alien 
species targeted our worlds. Now Lieutenant Harry Wilson has an urgent new mission, as 
a hostile universe becomes ever more dangerous. He must investigate a sinister group, 
which lurks in the darkness of space playing different factions against one another. They'll 
target both humans and aliens, and their motives are unfathomable. The Defence Force 
itself is weakening as its soldiers fall and Earth refuses to send more troops. Lieutenant 
Wilson and Colonial Union diplomats must race to keep the peace, seek reconciliation with 
an enraged Earth, and maintain humanity's unity at all costs. If they don't, it will mean the 
end of all things.

Tor UK • PB • Science Fiction

9781447290506 $19.99

Liar's Bargain: Pathfinder Tales
Tim Pratt

For charming con man Rodrick and his talking sword Hrym, life is all about taking what you 
can and getting away clean. But when the pair are arrested in the crusader nation of 
Lastwall, Rodrick faces immediate execution, with Hrym spending the rest of eternity 
trapped in an enchanted scabbard. Their only hope lies in a secret government program in 
which captured career criminals are teamed up and sent on suicide missions too sensitive 
for ordinary soldiers. Trapped between almost certain death and actual certain death, the 
two join forces with a team of rogues and scoundrels, ready to serve their year-long tenure 
as best they can. Yet not everyone in their party is what they seem, and a death sentence 
may only be the start of the friends' problems.

Tor Books • PB • Fantasy

9780765384317 $22.99

Morse's Greatest Mystery & Other Stories
Colin Dexter

Morse had solved so many mysteries in his life. Was he now, he wondered, beginning to 
glimpse the solution to the greatest mystery of them all? How can the discovery of a short 
story by a beautiful Oxford graduate lead Chief Inspector Morse to her murderer? What 
awaits Morse and Lewis in Room 231 of the Randolph Hotel? Why does a theft at 
Christmas lead the detective to look upon the festive season with uncharacteristic 
goodwill? And what happens when Morse himself falls victim to a brilliantly executed 
crime? This dazzling collection of short stories includes six ingenious cases for the world's 
most popular fictional detective - plus five other tantalisingly original tales to delight all 
lovers of classic crime fiction.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509830497 $19.99

Housewitch
Katie Schickel

Allison Darling desperately wants to fit in with the latte drinking and hundred-dollar-yoga-
pants wearing mums that run Monrovia, her charming seaside town. Constantly feeling like 
an outsider, Allison dreams of more for her children. When Allison's estranged mother 
passes away, her previously dormant special talents emerge. Soon she is reunited with the 
family that abandoned her and learns of their heartbreaking legacy. At the same time, the 
Glamour Girls, a soap-selling company run by the most popular women in Monrovia, 
recruits Allison to join them. For Allison, it's like high school all over again, except this time, 
the mean girls happen to be witches. Allison's decision to lend her powerful magical talents 
to either group will change Monrovia - and Allison - forever.

St Martin's Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780765377319 $26.99

The Mermaid's Secret
Katie Schickel

Jess Creary has had enough of her suffocating life off the coast of Maine. Her older sister 
Kay died in a boating accident, her mother has disappeared, and her father isn't exactly 
dealing with things so well. Surfing and the handsome Captain Matthew are about the only 
bright spots in her life. Then, on her twenty-third birthday, Jess is reborn into a confident, 
powerful predator with superhuman strength - a mermaid. Meanwhile, back on land, Jess's 
relationship with Captain Matthew heats up, and so does her search for justice for Kay. 
Jess has thirty days to choose between land and sea; legs and fins; her humanity and her 
freedom. Will Jess choose family and love, forgiveness and truth, or will she be seduced 
by the wild call of the sparkling sea forever?

Forge • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780765381316 $26.99

The Idea of Love
Patti Callahan Henry

Ella's life has been completely upended. She's young, beautiful, and deeply in love - until 
her husband dies in a tragic sailing accident. Or so she'll have everyone believe. 
Screenwriter Hunter needs a hit, but crippling writers' block and a serious lack of 
motivation are getting him nowhere. He's on the lookout for a love story. It doesn't matter 
who it belongs to. When Hunter and Ella meet in Watersend, South Carolina, it feels like 
the perfect match, something close to fate. But one lie leads to another, and soon Hunter 
and Ella find themselves caught in a web of deceit. As they try to untangle their lies and 
reclaim their lives, they feel something stronger is keeping them together. And so they 
wonder: can two people come together for all the wrong reasons and still make it right?

Griffin • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250093868 $24.99


